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Experience your music collection as never before with this intense music driven arcade shooter.

Each of your songs will have its own unique ebb and flow based on the music. Beat Hazard 2 seamlessly mixes the love of
gaming and music. Together they become greater than the sum of their parts.

Beat Hazard 2 improves on and ramps up the awesome zen feeling of battling to your own music. Power up your spaceship and
watch as the music boosts your firepower. Unleash hell on the enemy ships when you max out with weapon pickups!

Pushing the boundaries of music powered gameplay, the sequel will include procedurally generated boss ships. Each track will
create a unique archenemy ship for you to vanquish.

Premium music streaming services will be supported via an 'Open Mic' system that can listen in to any music source. Now the
music world is your oyster, play to Spotify, Amazon Music, Apple Music, YouTube, or any other provider!
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Title: Beat Hazard 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Cold Beam Games
Publisher:
Cold Beam Games
Release Date: 3 Oct, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 2.5GHz processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 670

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 250 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Traditional
Chinese,Japanese,Dutch,Hungarian
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because the first game didn't resemble mm3 enough. I am making this game knowing that this game was made by 1 person.

The game is not very big, reflected in the price tag. I am also just coming off playing 'The Room' series, and they are a much
better series, but one should expect as such. This is...fine. Its puzzles aren't straightforward, and seem more trial and error than
anything, but I may not have been engaging the full brain power, because I was not as invested as in previous puzzle games. Fun,
but frustrating, as the puzzles are puzzles because of lack of information, rather than puzzles. Good for 1 person. Stiff and
unpolished. Keep mobile games off steam please.. Unplayable (servers are turned off).. Move out of the way Fallout 4 and
MGSV, GOTY is already here.. Awesome
. Bruh this game be gucci, but my wife left me...... It's okay, I've played worse. but i do like puzzle games.. great colors and
sounds.
good work SUSAN.. This game will be one of those I keep coming back to again and again.
Has a lovely aesthetic, and a whimsical piano score to calm your rage when you fail.
The best way to get the most out of this game is in short bursts. You will think you are trying to land on a car, but in reality you
end up in a tree.
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Me and my BFF are sooo waiting for the multiplayer version of this game to be released!!! I have a hillarious video on youtube
of me playing this as well xD. The grind for the basic true ending takes longer than playing through the entirety of the main
story. Overall the game has bland characters and an unfleshed out story.. Ode to Joy is awesome.. The good old formula,
Improved! Better eye tearing visuals and effects, new boss ships (i do miss the worm and the octopus tho), new ways to play
your music with open mic. same old gameplay that we love!

10/10

If i do have one complaint it is that i wish there was another way to earn the 20 score multiplier than turning the visuals to 300%
because it does hurt a bit after like 7-9 songs, and i do want to play for longer than that without feeling like my eyes are gonna
pop out of my head.. I bought this for my 6 year old daughter. She really enjoys the fact that this game was made by someone
her age. Keep up the good work, Penny!. 10/10 Made me wanna kill myself.
Would buy as a joke 10 more times.
Actually no. Please no.. my horse was sick

but its condition is stable
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